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ABSTRACT 
Monte Carlo Simulation of the Game of Twenty-One 
by 
Douglas E. Loer 
Utah State University, 1985 
Major Professor: Dr. David White 
Department: Applied Statistics 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the 
application of computer simulation to the game of 
Twenty-One to predict a player's expected return from the 
game. Twenty-One has traditionally been one of the most 
popular casino games and has attracted much effort to 
accurately estimate the house's true advantage. 
Probability theory has b een tried, but th e thousands of 
different combinations of cards possible in all hands 
throughout the entire pack make it practically impossible 
to apply probability theory without overlooking some 
possibilities. For this reason, Twenty-One is a perfect 
candidate for simulation. By blocking several simulations, 
normal theory can be used to predict a player's expected 
return given his personal strategy on the game. 
(33 pages) 
CHAPTER I 
MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY 
The game of Twenty-One (or Blackjack) has traditionally 
been one of the most popular casino games. While 
probability theory can be used to calculate the house's 
advantage exactly for any bet in such games as roulette, 
craps, and keno, the same cannot be said for Twenty-One. In 
the other games, a spin of the wheel, roll of the dice, or 
20-number draw has no memory of the outcome of the previous 
play. But in Twenty-One, the cards are not reshuffled after 
e a ch hand, so every probability needed to calculate the 
overall house advantage in the game depends on just those 
c a rds remainin g in the pack. 
Another difference between Twenty-One and most other 
casino games is that in Twenty-One, the house's advantage 
will cha ng e depending on the player's knowledge of 
probability and, therefore, on the decision he makes in each 
situation. The house will have a larger advantage over a 
player who does not know the correct decision to make in 
every situation. 
Since probability theory seems practically impossible 
to use to exactly predict the house's advantage versus any 
particular player's decision strategy, computer simulation, 
which will only give a confidence interval for the 
advantage, is the only alternative. 
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Many thousands of hands 
would be required to accurately predict the advantage. 
Without a computer, it might take several years to simulate 
enough hands, and the chance of error is high. 
In order to conduct the study, the first step was a 
thorough understanding of the rules of the game (Chapter II) 
and deciding which optional rules would be in effect. Then 
it was necessary to write a computer program that would play 
any number of hands using any player's set of decisions 
(Chapter III). Finally, a sample of 14,000 hands was run 
(100 hands times 20 simulations times 7 blocks). The 
results are given at the end of the paper (Chapter IV). 
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CHAPTER II 
THE RULES OF THE GAME 
The game of Twenty-One is played with one to six 
standard decks of 52 playing cards to form a pack of 52 to 
312 cards. Any number may play. There may be a permanent 
dealer, or the right to deal may pass from player to player. 
Each of the players plays his hand against the dealer. 
Twenty-One in the casino is always dealt by a permanent 
dealer who is on the casino staff. 
the casino game is being played. 
This paper will assume 
To start a hand, each player must place a bet between 
the established minimum and maximum bets, which vary from 
table to table in the casino. Then the dealer deals two 
cards from the top of the pack to each player and himself. 
The other players' cards may be both face-up or face-down, 
but the dealer's cards are dealt one up and one down. 
Each player's object is to have cards whose numerical 
total is 21, or as close to 21 as possible without exceeding 
21. The total in each player's hand is the sum of all his 
cards, where any face card or ten counts 10, an ace may 
count or 11 at the player's option, and all other cards 
count face value. A hand is said to have a "soft'' total if 
it contains an ace counted as 11, a hard total if it does 
not contain an ace counted as 11. An ace is obviously not 
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counted as 11 if it creates a soft total exceeding 21. 
Should a player's total after just two cards be 21 - an 
ace and a ten (face card or ten) - he has a "blackjack" and 
automatically wins one and one-half times his bet unless the 
dealer also has a blackjack, in which case there is a tie 
and neither wins. If the dealer has a blackjack, he 
automatically wins the bets of all players not having a 
blackjack and the hand is over. 
If the dealer has no blackjack, when all players' 
blackjacks have been paid, each remaining player in turn 
beginning at the dealer's left may "hit" his hand (draw 
additional cards) until he chooses to "stand" (desires no 
more cards) or until he "busts" (goes over 21). If he 
busts, he loses his bet immediately. 
When all players have stood or busted, the dealer then 
exposes his down-card and hits his hand as long as his total 
is 16 or less. He must stand if his total is 17 or more. 
Some casinos, however, require the dealer to hit a total of 
soft 17. If the dealer busts, he pays any remaining player 
with a higher total, collects on lower totals, and ties all 
equal totals. 
Successive hands are played from the remainder of the 
pack until there are not enough cards to complete another 
hand or at a predetermined point in the pack, at which time 
all the cards are reshuffled. 
One special option the player has is to "split" his 
hand. If his original two cards are a pair, he may play the 
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hand as is or split the pair, receiving a new card with 
each, creating two hands which he now plays separately. In 
fact, if either new card matches the original pair, he may 
split again, creating another hand, etc. Each of the new 
hands must have a duplicate of the original bet wagered on 
it. If aces are split, the player may not hit the newly 
created hands. 
Another option the player has is to "double" his bet. 
After receiving his original two cards, he may agree to take 
only one additional card for the privilege of doubling his 
ori g inal bet. This would only be done if the player were 
fairly confident he would win. Many casinos allow doubling 
only on a total of 10 or 11. 
after hitting or splitting. 
The player may not double 
The d ealer has a big advantage in that he plays last 
and has already collected from all players who have busted. 
The player's advantage is that he always has a choice and 
knows what one of the dealer's cards is. The overall 
advantage is slightly with the dealer even if the player 
makes the correct probability-wise decision in every 
situation. If this were not true, the game would not be 
offered by the casinos. 
The player may gain a slight overall advantage by 
"counting" the cards. Since the cards are not reshuffled 
after every hand, knowledge of which cards are left in the 
pack can be determined by which cards have already been 
played. Many counting techniques have been developed over 
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the years, but none has yet been found that is easy enough 
to master by the average player. Only a small group of 
players have become proficient enough to actually make a 
living playing Twenty-One. 
counting of cards. 
This study will assume no 
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CHAPTER III 
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE GAME 
A computer program was written in Zenith BASIC to be 
run on the Zenith-100 personal business computer. The 
program is designed to predict how many chips a player can 
expect to end up with if he starts with 100 chips and plays 
100 consecutive hands. The player's bet of one chip per 
hand will increase only when a hand is split or doubled. It 
was unknown whether several simulations of 100 hands would 
indicate a normal distribution, so it was decided that each 
run would consist of several simulations for each of several 
blocks to allow normal theory to be used. 
Four decks of cards are used to form a 208-card pack. 
The pack is reshuffled when there are 50 or less cards left 
to play the next hand. The dealer and only one player are 
playing. The dealer must stand on soft 17. The player may 
split any pair (up to 4 hands are allowed) and double any 9, 
10, or 11 or soft 17 through 20. Any other total could 
legally be doubled, but extremely poor decisions have not 
been allowed. 
17 or more. 
This is also true of hitting totals of hard 
Before the program begins to play any hands, it queries 
the player for a decision in all situations where an 
intelligent decision is required. These decisions (when to 
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hit, stand, double, etc. depending on the player's hand and 
dealer's up-card) are the most important inputs to the 
program because they will be used to determine how well the 
player's chosen strategy (his decisions) will · do against the 
house. Each time a decision point is reached during the 
playi ng of a hand , the program will check the decision table 
to see what the player would do in that situation. The 
program then acts accordingly. The decisions are saved 
und er a player-supplied filename should the player need or 
want to run more blocks or more simulations per block using 
the same decisions. 
Before any hands are played, the program also requests 
th e number of blocks to run, the number of 100-hand 
simulations per block, the player's desired confidence l evel 
and corresponding t-value, and how accurate thi player 
wis hes to be . This accuracy is used to calculate how many 
simulations per block (usin g the same number of blocks) 
should have been run in order to achieve the given accuracy 
with the d es ired confidence. 
The required simulations per block was calculated using 
the following relationships from Elements of Stochastic 
Proc ess Simulation (Gottfried, 1984: pp . 176-7): 
(N)(D) 2 = (NSIM!)(STDEV!) 2 
(TV!)(D) = ACCUR! 
N is the required simulations per block. Dis the sample 
standard deviation which must be reached to achieve the 
desired accuracy ACCUR! and t-value confidence TV!. 
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NSIM! 
is the number of simulations per block just run. STDEV! is 
the standard deviation of the block means for the run. The 
first equation is a result of the fact that the population 
variance will be approximately equal to any sample size 
times the corresponding sample variance. The calculation 
solving for N appears in line 39600 in the program listing 
in Appendix B. Interpretation of the result of the equation 
is found in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT 
1 0 
A sample of the output is shown in Table on the 
following page. For this run, 100 hands were played 20 
times for each of 7 blocks. The block means are shown along 
with the overall mean and standard deviation, from which the 
confidence interval was calculated. The player can be 90% 
confident (t = 1.94) that he would end up with between 94.45 
and 103.12 chips, or the house's advantage could be 
interpreted as being between +5.55% and -3.12%. So for this 
small run, we cannot conclude that the house even has an 
advantage. 
That confidence interval is too large since the player 
specified that he would like to be within one chip of the 
true mean. The output tells him that according to the 
standard deviation calculated for this small run, he should 
have run approximately 376 100-hand simulations per block 
keeping the number of blocks constant at 7. Then he could 
be 90% confident of being within approximately one chip. 
Also output is the table of decisions used for this run 
which the player either entered when queried or had saved 
from a previous run. Across the top is the dealer's up-card 
while down the left side are the player's various decision 
points. The first ten rows apply if the player has a pair 
1 1 
20 SIMULATIONS PER BLOCK, 7 BLOCKS 
BLOCK MEANS 
99.25 
95.60 
96.05 
101.20 
99. 18 
101 • 25 
98.98 
MEAN= 98.79 STD DEV= 2.23 
CONF INTERVAL= (94.45,103.12) 
376 SIMULATIONS PER BLOCK NEEDED 
TO ACHIEVE ACCURACY OF 1.00 
WITH CONFIDENCE OF 90% (T = 1.94) 
DEALER UP-CARD 
A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 T 
A K K K K K K K K K K 
2 K K s s s s s K K K 
3 K K K K s s s K K K 
4 K K K K K K K K K K 
5 K K K K K K K K K K 
6 K s s s s s K K K K 
7 K s s s s s s K K K 
8 s s s s s s s s s s 
9 K s s s s s K s s K 
T K K K K K K K K K K 
16 H N N N N N H H H H 
15 H N N N N N H H H H 
14 H N N N N N H H H H 
13 H N N N N N H H H H 
12 H H H N N N H H H H 
11 H D D D D D D D D D 
10 H D D D D D D D D H 
9 H D D D D D D H H H 
SOFT 20 N N N N N N N N N N 
SOFT 19 N N N N N N N N N N 
SOFT 18 H H H H H H H H H H 
SOFT 17 H H H H H H H H H H 
TABLE 1. Sample Output 
of the card listed. 
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"K" says to keep the pair and play the 
total as is and "S" says to split the pair. The remaining 
rows list the player's decisions for various totals. "D" 
says to double, "H" says to hit, and "N" says do nothing or 
stand. 
REFERENCES 
GOTTFRIED, BYRON S. (1984), Elements of Stochastic Process 
Simulation, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall 
1 3 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A. Macro Program Flowchart 
ARRAY DECLARATIONS 
INPUT GAME PARAMETERS 
INPUT DECISION TABLES 
INITIALIZE LOOP COUNTERS 
AND SIMULATION CHIP COUNT 
N 
PLAY HAND 
~----~ DETERMINE WINNER 
ADJUST CHIP COUNT 
PROCESS SIMULATION 
N 
PROCESS BLOCK 
N 
CALCULATE AND PRINT GAME RESULTS 
1 5 
1 6 
Appendix B. Program Listing 
10000 RANDOMIZE 
10100 
10200 
10300 
10400 
10500 
10600 
10700 
10800 
10900 
11000 
1 1 1 0 0 
11200 
1130 0 
1140 0 
11500 
11 6 00 
11700 
11 800 
11 900 
12000 
12100 
12200 
12300 
12 400 
12500 
12600 DIM PHND%(4), 
$(4,10) 
'INITIALIZE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR 
'PHND%() CONTAINS THE TOTAL IN EACH 
1 OF THE PLAYER'S HANDS 
'CDN%() CONTAINS THE CUMULATIVE 
' NUMBER OF CARDS OF EACH OF THE 
' 13 RANKS (ACE THRU KING) LEFT 
I IN THE PACK 
'CDN%(13) THEREFORE CONTAINS THE 
1 TOTAL NUMBER OF CARDS LEFT IN 
I THE PACK 
'SKD$(,) CONTAINS THE SPLIT/KEEP 
' DECISIONS FOR EACH OF THE 
' PLAYER'S POSSIBLE PAIRS (ACE 
1 THRU ANY TEN) AND THE DEALER'S 
' UP-CARD (ACE THRU ANY TEN) 
'DND$(,) CONTAINS THE DOUBLE/HIT/ 
' STAND DECISIONS FOR EACH OF THE 
' PLAYER'S 12 DECISION POINTS (16 
' DOWN TO 9 AND SOFT 20 DOWN TO 
' SOFT 17) AND DEALER'S UP-CARD 
'WHEN DND$(,) CONTAINS A "D" FOR 
' A SOFT TOTAL, HND$(,) CONTAINS 
' THE HIT/STAND DECISION FOR WHEN 
' TOO LATE TO DOUBLE (PLAYER HAS 
' SPLIT OR ALREADY HAS MORE THAN 
' TWO CARDS) 
CDN%(13), SKD$ (10,10), DND$(1 2 ,10), HND 
12700 
12800 
12900 
13000 
1 3 1 0 0 
13200 
13300 
13400 
13500 
13600 
13700 
13800 
13900 
14000 
14100 
14200 
F! 
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'NSIM! IS THE NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS 
' PER BLOCK TO RUN 
'NHR! IS NUMBER OF BLOCKS TO RUN 
'CONF! IS THE DESIRED CONFIDENCE 
' LEVEL 
'TV! IS THE CORRESPONDING T-VALUE 
'ACCUR! IS THE DESIRED ACCURACY 
'FM$ IS THE DECISION FILE NAME 
INPUT "NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS PER BLOCK"; NSIM! 
INPUT "NUMBER OF BLOCKS"; NHR! 
LPRINT,, 
LPRINT USING"####"; NSIM!; 
LPRINT "SIMULATIONS PER BLOCK, "; 
LPRINT USING"##"; NHR!; 
LPRINT "BLOCKS": LPRINT: LPRINT 
INPUT "ENTER DESIRED CONFIDENCE LEVEL (E.G. 90)"; CON 
14300 INPUT "ENTER CORRESPONDING T-VALUE"; TV! 
14400 INPUT "ENTER ACCURACY DESIRED (WISH TO BE WITHIN N.NN 
CHIPS)"; ACCUR! 
14500 INPUT "IF DECISION FILE ALREADY EXISTS, ENTER FILE NA 
ME ELSE RETURN"; FM$ 
14600 IF LEN(FM$) ~ 1 THEN 16100 
14700 'INPUT FROM EXISTING DECISION FILE 
14 800 
14900 
15 000 
15 1 00 
1520 0 
15 300 
154 00 
155 00 
15600 
15700 
15800 
15900 
16000 
OPEN "I",1,FM$ 
FORD= 1 TO 10 
FOR P = 1 TO 12 
DND$(P,D) = INPUT$(1,#1) 
IF P > 8 THEN HND$(P-8,D) = 
NEXT P 
NEXT D 
FORD= 1 TO 1 0 
FOR P = 1 TO 10 
SKD$(P,D) = 
NEXT P 
NEXT D 
GOTO 19900 
INPUT$(1,#1) 
INPUT$( 1,#1) 
16100 'INPUT FROM USER TO CREATE NEW 
16200 ' DECISION FILE 
16300 INPUT "ENTER FILE NAME FOR NEW DECISION FILE"; FM$ 
16400 OPEN "0",1,FM$ 
18 
16500 PRINT "ENTER DECISIONS (D = DOUBLE, H = HIT, N = STAN 
D) FOR THE FOLLOWING SITUATIONS:" 
16600 PRINT 
16700 PRINT "FOR SOFT TOTALS, IF DOUBLING IS DESIRED, ENTER 
D FOLLOWED BY HORN FOR DECISION WHEN TOO LATE TO DOUBLE 
(MORE THAN TWO CARDS IN HAND)" 
16800 FORD= 1 TO 10 
16900 PRINT: PRINT "DEALER UP-CARD IS"; 
17000 IF D = 1 THEN PRINT "A" ELSE IF D = 10 THEN PRINT 
"T" ELSE PRINT USING "ff"; D 
17100 FOR P = 1 TO 12 
17200 PRINT "YOUR TOTAL IS"; 
17300 IF P > 8 THEN PRINT "SOFT " .. 
' . 
"; 29 - P; ELSE PRINT USING "iii!"; 17 - P; 
17400 INPUT" ENTER DECISION"; D$ 
PRINT USING "Ill! 
17500 IF LEN(D$) = 1 AND (D$ = "H" ORD$= "N" OR ( 
D$ = "D" AND P < 9 AND P > 5)) THEN 17800 
17600 IF LEN(D$) 1 2 OR P < 9 THEN PRINT "INVALID D 
ECISION": GOTO 17400 
17700 IF LEFT$(D$,1) =fo "D" OR (RIGHT$(D$,1) =f. "H" A 
ND RIGHT$(D$,1) :/= "N") THEN PRINT "INVALID DECISION": GOTO 
17400 
1780 0 IF LEN(D$) = 1 THEN DND$(P,D) = D$: IF P > 8 
THEN HND$(P-8,D) = D$ ELSE ELSE DND$(P,D) = "D": HND$(P-8,D 
) = RIGHT$(D$,1) 
17900 PRINT Ill, DND$(P,D); 
18000 IF P > 8 THEN PRINT Ill, HND$(P-8,D); 
18100 NEXT P 
18200 NEXT D 
18300 PRINT: PRINT 
18400 PRINT "ENTER DECISIONS (S = SPLIT, K = KEEP) FOR THE 
FOLLOWING SITUATIONS:" 
18500 PRINT 
18600 FORD= 1 TO 10 
18700 PRINT: PRINT "DEALER UP-CARD IS"; 
1880 0 IF D = 1 THEN PRINT "A" ELSE IF D = 10 THEN PRINT 
"T" ELSE PRINT USING "ff"; D 
18900 FOR P = 1 TO 10 
19000 PRINT "YOU HAVE A PAIR OF"; 
19100 IF P = 1 THEN PRINT "A" ELSE IF P = 10 THEN P 
RINT "T" ELSE 
19200 
PRINT USING "II"; P 
INPUT" ENTER DECISION"; D$ 
IF D$ '# "S" AND D$ :j, "K" THEN 19300 
DECISION": 
19400 
19500 
GOTO 19200 
19600 
19700 
19800 
19900 
SKD$(P,D) = D$ 
PRINT 111, SKD$(P,D); 
NEXT P 
NEXT D 
PRINT: PRINT 
CLOSE 1 
PRINT "INVALID 
20000 
20100 
20200 
20300 
20400 
20500 
20600 
20700 
20800 
20900 
21000 
21100 
21200 
21300 
21400 
21500 
21600 
21700 
21800 
21900 
22000 
22100 
22200 
22300 
22400 
22500 
22600 
22700 
22800 
22900 
23000 
23100 
NS = 1 : NR = 1 : 
LPRINT,,, "BLOCK 
IF CDN%(13) > 50 
PRINT NH+ 100 * 
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'INITIALIZE NH (HAND COUNTER), 
' NS (SIMULATION COUNTER), 
' NR (BLOCK COUNTER) TO 1 
'INITIALIZE SlOOW! (RUNNING NUMBER 
' OF CHIPS PLAYER POSSESSES FOR 
' CURRENT SIMULATION OF 100 HANDS) 
NH= 1: S100W! = 100 
MEANS": LPRINT 
'IF THERE ARE MORE THAN 50 CARDS 
' LEFT IN THE PACK, THERE IS NO 
' NEED TO RESHUFFLE 
THEN 22100 
(NS - 1 + NSIM! * (NR - 1)); 
'RESHUFFLING INVOLVES RESETTING THE 
' CUMULATIVE COUNTERS FOR A NEW 
' PACK WHERE THERE ARE ONCE AGAIN 
' 16 OF EACH RANK (FOUR PER DECK 
' TIMES FOUR DECKS) 
FOR I = 1 TO 13 
CDN%(I) = 16 * I 
NEXT I 
GOSUB 40100 
DUPC% = CVAL% 
'SUBROUTINE DEALS A RANDOM 
' CARD FROM THE PACK AS CVAL% 
'DUPC% IS THE DEALER'S UP-CARD 
'DHND% CONTAINS THE TOTAL IN THE 
' DEALER'S HAND 
'A NEGATIVE TOTAL INDICATES A SOFT 
I HAND 
IF CVAL% = 1 THEN DHND% = -11 ELSE DHND% = CVAL% 
GOSUB 40100 'DEAL DEALER'S SECOND CARD AND 
' CALCULATE HIS TOTAL 
23200 IF DHND% ~ 0 THEN DHND% = DHND% - CVAL% ELSE IF CVAL% 
DHND% ELSE DHND% = DHND% + CVAL% 
'DEAL PLAYER'S FIRST CARD 
= 1 THEN DHND% = -11 -
23300 GOSUB 40100 
23400 IF CVAL% = 1 THEN 
% 
PHND%(1) = -11 ELSE PHND%(1) = CVAL 
23500 GOSUB 40100 'DEAL PLAYER'S SECOND CARD 
23600 'CHECK FOR BLACKJACK IN BOTH 
23700 ' DEALER'S AND PLAYER'S HANDS 
23800 'IF EITHER HAS A BLACKJACK, THE 
23900 ' HAND IS OVER 
24000 IF (PHND%(1) = 10 AND CVAL% = 1) OR (PHND%(1) = -11 A 
ND CVAL% = 10) THEN ELSE IF DHND% = -21 THEN S100W! = S100W 
! - 1: GOTO 35900 ELSE 25300 
21-1100 IF DHND% > -21 THEN S100W! = S100W! + 1.5 
24200 GOTO 35700 
24300 
24400 
24500 
24600 
24700 
24800 
24900 
25000 
25100 
25200 
25300 NPH = 1: ALB= 1: 
25400 
25500 
25600 
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'NPH IS A COUNTER OF HOW MANY HANDS 
' THE PLAYER HAS (CAN BE MORE THAN 
' ONE ONLY WHEN SPLITTING) 
'ALB IS A FLAG TELLING WHETHER ALL 
' OF THE PLAYER'S HANDS HAVE 
' BUSTED (1) OR NOT (0) 
'DBL IS A FLAG WHETHER PLAYER HAS 
' DOUBLED ( 1 ) OR NOT ( 0) 
'SPLA IS A FLAG WHETHER PLAYER HAS 
' SPLIT ACES (1) OR NOT (0) 
DBL= 0: SPLA = 0 
'IF PLAYER DOES NOT YET HAVE FOUR 
' HANDS, HAS A PAIR, AND DECISION 
' TELLS HIM TO SPLIT, THEN SPLIT 
25700 IF NPH < 
ND%(1) = -11)) 
25800 
4 AND (CVAL% = PHND%(1) OR (CVAL% = 1 AND PH 
AND SKD$(CVAL%,DUPC%) = "S" THEN ELSE 26700 
'INCREMENT NUMBER OF HANDS 
25900 NPH = NPH + 1 
26000 
26100 
26200 
'SET NEXT HAND EQUAL TO 
PHND%(NPH) = PHND%(1) 
FIRST 
26300 IF PHND%(1) = -11 
26400 
26500 GOSUB 40100 
26600 GOTO 25400 
26700 
26800 
26900 NPC = 2 
27000 
27100 
27200 FOR H = 1 TO NPH 
'IF SPLITTING ACES THEN 
THEN SPLA = 1 
SET FLAG 
'DEAL PLAYER ANOTHER CARD 
'NPC IS THE NUMBER OF CARDS IN 
' THE PLAYER'S HAND 
'LOOP ONCE FOR EACH OF THE 
' PLAYER'S HANDS 
27300 'AFTER FIRST HAND, NEED SECOND CARD 
27400 ' DEALT 
27500 IF H > 1 THEN GOSUB 40100 
27600 'CALCULATE HAND TOTAL 
27700 IF PHND%(H) < 0 THEN PHND%(H) = PHND%(H) - CVAL% 
ELSE IF CVAL% = 1 THEN PHND%(H) = -11 - PHND%(H) ELSE PHND% 
(H) = PHND%(H) + CVAL% 
27800 
27900 
28000 
28100 
28200 
IF SPLA = 1 
IF PHND%(H) 
'IF SPLITTING ACES, NO MORE CARDS 
THEN 31600 
'IF TOTAL GOES OVER SOFT 21, MAKE 
' HARD BY CHANGING ACE FROM 11 TO 1 
< -21 THEN PHND%(H) = -10 - PHND%(H) 
21 
28300 PSUB = 0 'PSUB CONVERTS PLAYER'S TOTAL TO A 
28400 ' SUBSCRIPT IN THE DECISION TABLE 
28500 IF PHND%(H) < -16 THEN IF PHND%(H) = -21 THEN 316 
00 ELSE PSUB = 29 + PHND%(H) ELSE IF PHND%(H) > 8 AND PHND% 
(H) < 17 THEN PSUB = 17 - PHND%(H) 
28600 'IF PLAYER HAS MORE THAN ONE HAND 
28700 ' OR MORE THAN TWO CARDS OR A HARD 
28800 ' TOTAL> 11 OR TABLE SAYS NOT TO 
28900 ' DOUBLE, THEN CAN'T DOUBLE 
29000 IF NPH > 1 OR NPC > 2 OR PSUB < 6 THEN 29800 
29100 IF DND$(PSUB,DUPC%) :P "D" THEN 29800 
29200 GOSUB 40100 'PLAYER GETS ONLY ONE MORE CARD AND 
29300 ' TOTAL IS CALCULATED 
29400 IF PHND%(1) < 0 THEN PHND%(1) = PHND%(1) - CVAL% 
ELSE IF CVAL% = 1 THEN PHND%(1) = -11 - PHND%(1) ELSE PHND% 
(1) = PHND%(1) + CVAL% 
29500 IF PHND%(1) < -21 THEN PHND%(1) = -10 - PHND%(1) 
29600 DBL = 1 'SET DOUBLE FLAG 
29700 GOTO 31600 
29800 
29900 
30000 
30100 
31200 
30200 
30300 
30400 
30500 
30600 
30700 
30800 
30900 
31000 
31 100 
31200 
31300 
31400 
31500 
31600 
31700 
31800 
31900 
'IF NO DECISION TO MAKE THEN IF 
' HARD TOTAL> 16 THEN STAND ELSE 
I HIT 
IF PSUB = 0 THEN IF PHND%(H) > 16 THEN 31600 ELSE 
'IF TABLE SAYS STAND THEN STAND 
IF DND$(PSUB,DUPC%) = "N" THEN 31600 
'IF TOTAL= 9, 10, OR 11 THEN HIT 
IF PSUB > 5 AND PSUB < 9 THEN 31200 
'IF TABLE SAYS HIT THEN HIT 
IF DND$(PSUB,DUPC%) = "H" THEN 31200 
'DND$(,) TABLE SAID DOUBLE BUT IT'S 
' TOO LATE SO CHECK HND$(,) iABLE 
' FOR ALTERNATIVE DECISION (HORN) 
IF HND$(PSUB-8,DUPC%) = "N" THEN 31600 
GOSUB 40100 'PLAYER HITS 
NPC = NPC + 
GOTO 27600 
IF PHND%(H) < 
'INCREMENT NUMBER OF PLAYER'S CARDS 
' SO HE CAN'T DOUBLE AFTER HITTING 
'GO BACK AND REEVALUATE HAND 
'IF SOFT TOTAL, MAKE HARD 
0 THEN PHND%(H) = -1 * PHND%(H) 
'IF ANY HAND DIDN'T BUST, TURN OFF 
1 ALL BUST FLAG 
32000 IF PHND%(H) < 22 THEN ALB= 0 
32100 NEXT H 
22 
32200 'IF ALL PLAYER'S HANDS BUSTED, 
32300 ' DEALER DOESN'T TAKE CARDS 
32400 IF ALB= 1 THEN 33500 
32500 'ONCE DEALER HAS AT LEAST A HARD OR 
32600 ' SOFT 17, HE TAKES NO MORE CARDS 
32700 IF DHND% > 16 THEN 33500 
32800 IF DHND% ~ -16 THEN DHND% = -1 * DHND%: GOTO 33500 
32900 GOSUB 40100 'DEALER HITS 
33000 IF DHND% ~ 0 THEN DHND% = DHND% - CVAL% ELSE IF CVAL% 
= 1 THEN DHND% = -11 - DHND% ELSE DHND% = DHND% + CVAL% 
33100 'IF SOFT TOTAL GOES OVER 21, CONVER 
T 
33200 I TO HARD 
33300 IF DHND% < -21 
33400 GOTO 32500 
33500 
THEN DHND% = -10 - DHND% 
33600 
33700 FOR H = 1 TO NPH 
33800 
'GO BACK AND REEVALUATE HAND 
'LOOP ONCE FOR EACH OF PLAYER'S 
I HANDS 
'IF PLAYER DIDN'T BUST, GO CHECK 
I DEALER 33900 
34000 
34100 
34200 
IF PHND%(H) < 22 THEN 34400 
S100W! 
34300 
34400 
34500 
34600 
34700 
34800 
S100W! 
34900 
35000 
35100 
35200 
35300 
35400 
IF DBL= 0 
- 2 
GOTO 35600 
'PLAYER BUSTED, LOSES CHIPS 
THEN S100W! = S100W! - 1 ELSE S100W! = 
'IF DEALER DIDN'T BUST, GO COMPARE 
' PLAYER AND DEALER TOTALS 
IF DHND% < 22 THEN 35000 
'DEALER BUSTED, PLAYER WINS 
IF DBL = 0 THEN S100W! = S100W! + 1 ELSE S100W! = 
+ 2 
GOTO 35600 
IF PHND%(H) 
'PLAYER AND DEALER TIED, NEITHER 
I WINS 
= DHND% THEN 35600 
'IF DEALER WINS, PLAYER LOSES CHIPS 
'IF PLAYER WINS, ADD CHIPS 
35500 IF PHND%(H) < DHND% THEN IF DBL= 0 THEN S100W! = 
= S100W! - 2 ELSE IF DBL= 0 THENS 
S100W! = S100W! + 2 
S100W! - 1 ELSE S100W! 
100W! = S1QOW! + 1 ELSE 
35600 NEXT H 
35700 
35800 
35900 
36000 
36100 
36200 
36300 
36400 
36500 
36600 
36700 
36800 
36900 
37000 
37100 
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'IF SIMULATION NOT OVER, INC]EMENT 
' HAND COUNTER AND GO PLAY AGAIN 
IF NH< 100 THEN NH= NH+ 1: GOTO 20800 
'ACCUMULATE SIMULATION RESULTS FOR 
I THIS BLOCK 
SSW! = SSW! + S100W! / 100 
S100W! = 100 'REINITIALIZE PLAYER'S CHIP TOTAL 
' FOR NEXT SIMULATION 
NH = 1 'RESET HAND COUNTER 
'IF BLOCK NOT OVER, INCREMENT 
' SIMULATION COUNTER AND GO START 
' ANOTHER SIMULATION 
IF NS< NSIM! THEN NS= NS+ 1: GOTO 20800 
'PRINT BLOCK MEAN 
LPRINT,,,: LPRINT USING" ###.##"; SSW! * 100 / NSIM 
37200 
37300 
37400 
37500 
37600 
37700 
'ACCUMULATE BLOCK MEANS AND SQUARES 
SBW! = SBW! + 
SBW2! = SBW2! 
SSW! = 0 
NS= 1 
SSW! / NSIM! 
+ (SSW! / NSIM!) h 2 
'REINITIALIZE BLOCK RESULTS 
'RESET SIMULATION COUNTER 
'PRINT BLANK LINE EVERY TEN 
37800 ' MEANS 
37900 IF NR / 10 = NR \ 10 THEN LPRINT 
BLOCK 
38000 'IF GAME NOT OVER, INCREMENT BLOCK 
38100 ' COUNTER AND GO START ANOTHER BLOC 
K 
38200 IF NR < NHR! THEN NR = NR + 1: GOTO 20800 
38300 'CALCULATE AND PRINT GAME RESULTS 
38400 LPRINT: LPRINT,, " MEAN="; 
38500 BMN! = SBW! * 100 / NHR! 
38600 LPRINT USING " #ltll.1111"; BMN!; 
38700 LPRINT " STD DEV="; 
38800 STDEV! = 100 * SQR((SBW2! - SBW! * SBW! / NHR!) / (NH 
R! - 1)) 
38900 LPRINT USING "1111.#11"; STDEV! 
39000 LPRINT,, " CONF INTERVAL= ("; 
39100 LPRINT USING "1111.1111"; BMN! - TV!* STDEV!; 
39200 LPRINT ","; 
39300 LPRINT USING "111111. IIII"; BMN ! + TV! * STD EV!; 
39400 LPRINT ")": LPRINT 
39500 LPRINT,, 
39600 LPRINT USING" lllfllll"; NSIM! * ((STDEV! *TV!/ ACCU 
R ! ) A 2);: LPRINT " SIMULATIONS PER BLOCK NEEDED": LPRINT,, 
" TO ACHIEVE ACCURACY OF"; 
39700 LPRINT USING " II. 1111"; AC CUR! 
39800 LPRINT,, " WITH CONFIDENCE OF";: LPRINT USING "#II 
"; CONF!;: LPRINT "% (t = ";: LPRINT USING "II.I/If"; TV!;: LP 
R INT II) II 
39900 LPRINT 
40000 GOTO 41900 
40100 
40200 
40300 
40400 
40500 
40600 
40700 
40800 
40900 
41000 
41100 
41200 
41300 
41400 
41500 
41600 
417 00 
41800 
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'RANDOM DEALING SUBROUTINE 
' GENERATES RANDOM CARD FROM 
' THE CARDS REMAINING IN THE 
I PACK 
CRND! = CDN%(13) * RND + 1 
FOR CSUB% = 1 TO 12 
'FIND OUT WHAT CARD THAT WILL BE 
IF CRND! ~ CDN%(CSUB%) THEN 41000 
NEXT CSUB% 
'SUBTRACT 1 FROM EACH COUNTER WHOSE 
' SUBSCRIPT IS EQUAL TO AND HIGHER 
' THAN THE ONE DRAWN 
FOR CS= CSUB% TO 13 
CDN%(CS) = CDN%(CS) - 1 
NEXT CS 
'RETURN CARD DEALT IN CVAL% 
IF CSUB% > 9 THEN CVAL% = 10 ELSE CVAL% = CSUB% 
RETURN 
25 
LPRINT 41900 
42000 
42100 
42200 
42300 
42400 
42500 
42600 
42700 
42800 
42900 
43000 
'PRINT PLAYER'S DECISION TABLE USED 
' FOR THIS PLAYING OF THE GAME 
LPRINT,, " DEALER UP-CARD": LPRINT 
LPRINT,, " A"; 
FORD= 2 TO 9 
LPRINT " "; 
LPRINT USING"#"; D; 
NEXT D 
LPRINT II T": LPRINT 
FOR P = 1 TO 1 0 
IF P = 1 THEN LPRINT, " 
= 1 0 THEN LPRINT, " T"; 
A II; ELSE IF p 
ELSE LPRINT, USING" 
#"; P; 
43100 FORD= 1 TO 10 
43200 LPRINT" "; SKD$(P,D); 
43300 NEXT D 
4 3400 LPRINT 
43500 NEXT P 
43600 LPRINT 
43700 FOR P = 1 TO 12 
43 800 IF P > 8 THEN LPRINT, " 
NG 11 ## "; 29 - P; ELSE LPRINT, " 
SOFT";: LPRINT USI 
";: LPRINT USIN 
G "#fl 11 ; 17 - P; 
43 900 FORD= 1 TO 10 
44000 IF P > 8 AND DND$(P,D) = "D 11 THEN LPRINT 11 
11
; HND$(P-8,D); ELSE LPRINT" "; DND$(P,D); " "; 
44100 NEXT D 
44200 LPRINT 
44300 IF P = 5 OR P = 8 THEN LPRINT 
44400 NEXT P 
44500 LPRINT: LPRINT 
44600 LPRINT,, " 
44700 END 
TABLE 1. Sample Output" 
D 
Appendix C. Detailed Flowchart 
INITIALIZE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR 
DECLARE ARRAY DIMENSIONS 
INPUT AND PRINT NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS PER BLOCK AND NUMBER OF BLOCKS 
INPUT DESIRED CONFIDENCE LEVEL AND ACCURACY 
INPUT DECISIONS N y INPUT DECISIONS 
>-----FROM EXISTING 
DECISION FILE 
FROM USER ---< 
CREATE NEW 
DECISION FILE 
INITIALIZE BLOCK COUNTER NR, SIMULATION COUNTER NS, 
-----~ HAND COUNTER NH TO 1 
INITIALIZE CHIP COUNT O 100 
REINITIALIZE ji:----N'-<: CUMULATIVE CARD COUNTS 
26 
DEAL DEALER'S TWO INITIAL CARDS 
ESTABLISH DEALER'S UP-CARD 
DEAL PLAYER'S INITIAL TWO CARDS 
y N 
N 
PLAYER WINS 1.5 CHIPS PLAYER LOSES 1 CHIP 
27 
NUMBER OF PLAYER'S HANDS NPH = 1 
TURN ON ALL BUST FLAG ALB 
TURN OFF DOUBLE FLAG DBL 
TURN OFF SPLITTING ACES FLAG SPLA 
N 
INCREMENT NPH 
SET NEW HAND EQUAL TO FIRST HAND 
y 
TURN ON SPLA FLAG _____ __. 
28 
NUMBER OF PLAYER'S CARDS NPC = 2 
H = y 
H ::> NPH ? ~---_.;ii 
TURN OFF ALL BUST FLAG 
y 
CONVERT SOFT 
TOTAL TO HARD 
y 
y 
DEAL HAND ONE MORE CARD ~-~ye 
TURN ON DOUBLE FLAG DBL 
N 
29 
y 
DEAL ANOTHER CARD 
.,,>---~ 
INCREMENT NPC 
30 
N 
y 
CONVERT SOFT 
>----~TOTAL TO HARD 
.._ __ -t HIT DEALER'S HAND 
31 
PLAYER 
LOSES 1 
H = 
H = H + 1 
32 
H > NPH 
ACCUMULATE 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
SET NH TO 1 
SET CHIPS TO 100 
N 
INCREMENT NH 
----• INCREMENT NS i-----~ 
PRINT BLOCK MEAN 
ACCUMULATE BLOCK RESULTS 
SET NS TO 1 
SET SIMULATION 
ACCUMULATOR TO 0 
N 
y 
CALCULATE AND PRINT 
GAME RESULTS 
INCREMENT NR 
33 
